A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE

COMMENCEMENT

June 12, 2022
Dear Graduates,

Congratulations on your graduation from Seattle University.

This day comes as a fulfillment of your academic dreams and a great deal of hard work. For some of you (the members of the Classes of 2020 and 2021 who are joining us), this day is long overdue. Your presence with us is a reminder of all that we have been through—individually and collectively—over the past few years.

For all of you, I hope the day affords an opportunity to reflect on life-changing experiences, on the many challenges that you have experienced and that—in reaching this milestone—you have overcome. Above all, I hope this is a day for celebrating your achievements with family and loved ones.

Seattle University’s mission statement dedicates us “to empowering leaders for a just and humane world.” Those words are emblazoned on a wall outside my office. Contained within it are so many powerful hopes, for you and for the world.

For you, our hope is that the education you have received at Seattle University will empower you and that your experiences here—inside and outside the classroom—have given you the tools to become even more effective in your leadership. For the world, our hope is that—as Seattle University graduates—you will take those tools and deploy them in the service of others, helping in the process to bring a more just and humane world into being. Our world has rarely felt so far from justice and humanity.

There has never been a greater need for engineers and scientists who embrace ethics; or humanists who can deploy data science. Our hope is that you will become just those kinds of leaders, in your workplaces, in your families, and in your communities. And, of course, our hope is that you will remain connected with Seattle University as dedicated and engaged alumni of this remarkable academic community.

Again, congratulations! I offer my gratitude and prayers for you as you move on to the next stages of your lives and educations.

Respectfully,

Eduardo M. Peñalver, JD
PRESIDENT
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Founded in 1891, Seattle University is a Jesuit and Catholic university dedicated to educating the whole person, professional formation and empowering leaders for a just and humane world.

Our holistic educational experience embraces each student’s individuality and unique lived experiences. It starts with our exceptional faculty and staff, who care passionately about each student. Within and outside of the classroom, Seattle University’s students engage in deep learning and rich experiential opportunities that nourish, open and challenge their minds and hearts. From a vibrant and green campus in one of the world’s most progressive, high-tech regions, our students are encouraged to not only envision their purpose in life, but to begin making their impact felt. And they do.

“The primary way we live our Seattle University mission is through our students and alumni,” says President Eduardo Peñalver. The 86,000 alumni around the world who call themselves Redhawks are at the forefront of positive change, living out the values of Seattle University, combining innovation with humanity and bringing creative solutions to the world’s most pressing and persistent challenges.

Today we welcome you as our newest alumni, and with pride in what you already have accomplished, we anticipate with great hopefulness the difference you will make in your professions and your communities.
A member of the Ho-Chunk Nation, Sharice Davids represents the state of Kansas’ 3rd Congressional District in the United States House of Representatives. She is a nationally recognized expert on economic and community development in Native communities. In Congress, Representative Davids has worked to eliminate the influence of special interests and to make health care more accessible and affordable. The university recognizes and honors her as a champion for equity, justice, community development and education.

Father Edward Reese was educated at Gonzaga University, the Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley and Fordham University. Fr. Reese has worked at and led numerous Jesuit institutions and currently serves as president of St. Ignatius College Preparatory in San Francisco, California.

Father Thomas Reese was educated at St. Louis University, the Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley and the University of California, Berkeley, where he received a PhD in political science. Fr. Reese is a senior analyst at the Religious News Service, a former columnist with National Catholic Reporter and a former editor-in-chief for the Jesuit magazine America.

Read the full biographies of the honorary degree recipients here.
American academic costume—also known as the **academic regalia or dress**—has its origins in ancient European universities. The caps, gowns and hoods universally worn by faculty and candidates for degrees at graduating exercises are a costume dating back to the 12th century. In medieval days the scholars were clerics who wore long cassocks; the buildings were cold, and capes and hoods were required for warmth.

As colleges and universities were founded in the United States they adopted the three principles of academic dress—gown, hood, and cap—from their European counterparts. Although some common standards and practices were observed, no uniform code or system existed until late in the 19th century, when **three styles of gowns** were adopted: a bachelor’s gown, a master’s gown, and a doctor’s gown. The differences in these gowns are mainly in the cut and shape of the sleeves and in the trimming. The gown worn for the bachelor’s or master’s degrees has no trimmings. The gown for the doctoral degree has velvet down its front and three bars of velvet across the sleeves in the color distinctive of the faculty or discipline pertaining to the degree.

The **hood** resembles an inverted medieval shield—worn on the back instead of the front of the body. The shell of the hood matches the black or red material of the gown and is lined with satin of the color or colors of the institution conferring the degree. The velvet bordering of the hood is a color reflecting the field of learning to which the degree pertains.

The Oxford cap, an earlier name, was a symbol of privilege worn by freed slaves in ancient Rome; the academic cap today is a sign of the freedom of scholarship and the responsibility and dignity it carries. Old poetry records the cap of scholarship as square to symbolize the book; other authorities claim that the mortar board or cap is a symbol of the masons, a privileged guild.

Prior to the actual conferring of the degree, the tassel is worn over the right eye and once the degree is conferred, the tassel is moved to the left eye.

---

**THE COLOR FOR EACH FIELD OF LEARNING**

- **Arts, Letters and Humanities** - White
- **Library Science** - Lemon
- **Business** - Olive Drab
- **Medicine** - Green
- **Dentistry** - Lilac
- **Music** - Pink
- **Economics** - Copper
- **Nursing** - Apricot
- **Education** - Ice Blue
- **Philosophy** - Dark Blue
- **Engineering** - Orange
- **Physical Education** - Sage Green
- **Fine Arts** - Brown
- **Public Affairs** - Peacock Blue
- **Journalism** - Crimson
- **Science** - Golden Yellow
- **Laws** - Purple
- **Theology and Divinity** - Scarlet
HISTORY OF THE SEAL

Seattle University has had a formal seal for more than a century. During this time the seal has evolved through three changes. Each change has increased the impact and clarity of the symbolism of the seal. The seal has also changed to reflect the evolution of the university from Seattle College to Seattle University. The origin of the original seal is not known, but there is some indication that it was designed by the late James Brogan, S.J., pastor of St. Joseph’s Church; Father Brogan was instrumental in designing the seal of Gonzaga University as well. Sometime before 1956, the seal was refined by Neil Meany, S.J. The current refinement of the university seal was designed by David Balzer, Seattle University creative director and formally approved by Seattle University President Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., in July 2003. The current seal was updated to reinforce the Jesuit tradition of Seattle University and to recognize the university’s location in the city of Seattle and the Northwest.

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS

THE EAGLE
At the top of the emblem is an American bald eagle, from the great shield of the United States.

THE TWO WOLVES HOVERING OVER A HANGING POT
In the upper left quadrant are two wolves (one representing the house of Onaz, the second wolf the house of Loyola) hovering over a hanging pot, the traditional symbol of the generosity of the Loyola family.

IHS
In the top right quadrant of the shield are the letters “IHS,” from the first three letters in the Greek spelling of Jesus and of special significance to members of the Society of Jesus.

THE NORTHWEST
In the lower left quadrant of the shield is a stand of western hemlocks, the official state tree of Washington. In the background is the snow-capped peak of Mt. Rainier. This identifies Seattle University with Seattle, the state of Washington, and the Northwest.

THE SEVEN RIBBONS
In the bottom right quadrant are seven diagonal stripes representing the awards for valor made by the King of Spain to the house of Onaz. The wolves and the ribbons of valor are devices common to the official seals of all Jesuit schools.

THE “1891” BANNER
The banner located across the bottom of the seal contains the date of the founding of the university, 1891. This date represents not only the founding, but also the university’s long tradition of Jesuit education and academic excellence.
UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONY

PROCSSIONAL

★ Pomp and Circumstance
Edward Elgar
Mosaic Brass Quintet

Grand Marshal
Frank Shih, PhD
President, Academic Assembly

CONVOCATION
Shane P. Martin, PhD
Provost

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Graduating members of
the Seattle University Choirs

INVOCATION
Alvin Sturdivant, EdD
Vice Provost for Student Development

WELCOME
Shane P. Martin, PhD
Provost

REMARKS FROM
THE PRESIDENT
Eduardo M. Peñalver, JD
President

HONORARY DEGREE
INTRODUCTION
Eduardo M. Peñalver, JD
President

HONORARY DEGREE
RECIPIENT
Sharice Davids
U.S. Congress Representative

STUDENT SPEAKER
Teresa Buchholz
Bachelor of Science in Psychology

PRESENTATION
OF AWARDS
Archbishop Raymond G. Hunthausen
Outstanding Service Award
Provost’s Award
President’s Award

PRESENTATION
OF DEGREES
Eduardo M. Peñalver, JD
President

BENEDICTION
Sam Orellana
Bachelor of Arts, major in Psychology

RECESSIONAL
Hallelujah, Amen
George Frideric Handel
Mosaic Brass Quintet

GONFALONS
Gonfalons are historic heraldic flags or banners. They typically hang from a crossbar and include a decorative feature on the top, such as an ornament spear or finial. Seattle University first introduced gonfalons in 2014 to represent each college and school of the university.

THE PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLION
The presidential chain of office is the badge of office worn by the University president on formal academic occasions. Seattle University’s medallion is made of forged bronze and features the university seal.

British composer, Edward Elgar’s “Land of Hope and Glory” from his “Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1” is a stirring, emotional and patriotic sounding musical composition that has played continuously in United States graduation ceremonies since 1905.
ARCHBISHOP RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN
OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD
Given to the student who has offered significant service to both the university community and the community at-large, and in so doing, has exemplified the values of collaborative leadership in service to others.

Abem Fekade-Tessema
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration, major in Business Economics
Cum Laude

PRESIDENT’S AWARD
Given to a graduating senior who entered Seattle University as a first-time freshman and has maintained the highest Seattle University grade point average throughout the undergraduate degree.

Lucas Harald Ehinger
Bachelor of Science, major in Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering
Bachelor of Science, major in Physics
Bachelor of Science, major in Mathematics
Summa Cum Laude

PROVOST’S AWARD
Given to a graduating senior who entered Seattle University as a transfer student from another college or university and has maintained the highest Seattle University grade point average throughout the undergraduate degree.

Bethany Grace Van Baak
Bachelor of Science, major in Nursing
Summa Cum Laude
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM

The Seattle University Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year cohort program takes a historical approach to the humanities and the social sciences as a way of exploring and critically engaging the depth and breadth of ideas that have shaped human civilization. After completing the University Honors Program, students pursue degree requirements in a specific major.

Matthew Nolan Albright
Bachelor of Arts, major in Public Affairs with additional major in Philosophy
Bachelor of Arts, major in Women and Gender Studies with Departmental Honors with additional major in Philosophy
Cum Laude

Eva Mae Alleman
Bachelor of Science, major in Cell and Molecular Biology
Magna Cum Laude

Ella James Campbell
Bachelor of Arts, major in English/Creative Writing with Departmental Honors
Magna Cum Laude

Faith Victoria Chamberlain
Bachelor of Science, major in Biology
Magna Cum Laude

Liam Connor
Bachelor of Arts, major in Economics with additional majors in Philosophy and Mathematics
Summa Cum Laude

Ryan Safari Cowles
Bachelor of Arts, major in Economics
Magna Cum Laude

Keira M. Cruickshank
Bachelor of Arts, major in English/Creative Writing with Departmental Honors with additional major in Sociology
Magna Cum Laude

Leyla Ananda Gheisar
Bachelor of Arts, major in Public Affairs with additional major in Philosophy with Departmental Honors
Magna Cum Laude

Isabel Funa Schroeder Gilbertson
Bachelor of Science, major in Psychology with additional major in Public Affairs
Magna Cum Laude

William Donahue Harris
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy with additional major in History

Alexandra Nicole Hart
Bachelor of Science, major in Biochemistry

Ivy Anne Hawsford
Bachelor of Science, major in Biology
Magna Cum Laude

Daniel Peter Henriksen
Bachelor of Science, major in Mechanical Engineering
Cum Laude

Rachel Katherine Denise House
Bachelor of Arts, major in Environmental Studies with additional major in Public Affairs
Cum Laude

Trenten Andrew Royce Johnson
Bachelor of Science, major in Criminal Justice
Magna Cum Laude

Erick Ronald Lake
Bachelor of Arts, major in History
Magna Cum Laude

Haley Margaret Lewin
Bachelor of Social Work
Magna Cum Laude

Madelyn Marice Lim
Bachelor of Arts, major in Visual Art with additional major in Art History with Departmental Honors
Cum Laude

Isabella Marie Marez
Bachelor of Social Work
Cum Laude

Laura Grace Martin
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy with additional major in Interdisciplinary Arts

Taylor Kaili McKenzie
Bachelor of Arts, major in Women and Gender Studies with Departmental Honors with additional major in Environmental Studies
Magna Cum Laude

Sofia Elizabeth McMillan
Bachelor of Arts, major in Psychology
Bachelor of Arts, major in Public Affairs
Magna Cum Laude

Wyatt Merians
Bachelor of Science, major in Computer Science
Cum Laude

Christina Pennella
Bachelor of Science, major in Nursing
Cum Laude

Gillian Elizabeth Retter
Bachelor of Science, major in Cell and Molecular Biology

Zoe J. Rogan
Bachelor of Arts, major in English/Creative Writing with Departmental Honors
Magna Cum Laude

Eric Peter Schauss
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration, major in Business Analytics
Magna Cum Laude

Maximilian Schmidt-Bailey
Bachelor of Science, major in Biology
Summa Cum Laude

Stanley Clay Smythe
Bachelor of Arts, major in Cultural Anthropology with additional major in Philosophy

Mallory Paige Spencer
Bachelor of Arts, major in Public Affairs
Summa Cum Laude

Grace Catherine Stuewe
Bachelor of Arts, major in Interdisciplinary Arts
Magna Cum Laude

Andrew M. Tuttle
Bachelor of Arts, major in International Studies with Departmental Honors
Magna Cum Laude

Charlotte Peggy Hamilton Wood
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration, major in Management with additional major in Business Analytics
Magna Cum Laude

David Mark Yañez
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy with additional major in Psychology
Magna Cum Laude
Bachelor of Arts, major in Anthropology
Rebecca Ip Buell
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Faith Diorio

Bachelor of Arts, major in Art History
Ezekiel Dean Brower
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Catherine Ann Kridler
Maya Isabel van Leeuwaarde
Sarah Wills
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Asian Studies
Jeffrey Morgan Cooke
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, Major In Communication and Media
Elizabeth Rose Arsenault
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Tiyanna Imanni Barnett
Breanna Calhoun
Wei Chen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Pei-Chi Chi
CUM LAUDE
Alyssa Catherine Chong
Amber Lina Colvin
with additional major in French
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Elle Demeter
John Curtis Derby
with additional major in Spanish
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Haley Jo Dow
Euripides Allen Economoou
CUM LAUDE
Madelyn Rae Ellison
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Claire Louise Fernandez
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kise Marie Frank
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Sofi Gonstead
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Riley James Grigsby
Emma Rogers Hansen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Shane H. Jamison
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Julius Johnson
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Soif Elena Kamangar
Marvin A. Kasim III
Georgia Kehoe
Tara King Goldman
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Madison Bigelow Lane
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Claire Livingston
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Chih-Han Lo
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jacqueline Melissa Maciel
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Yaslynn Kim Yann Makein
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Ian Thomas McManus
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Miguel Mereles
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Emma Kate Mitchell
Nikolis Lee Tinsely Moffett
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Myra N Mora
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
L.M. Nakata
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alka Sindhu Narayana
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Alexandria Grazia Maria Nicosia
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Anjali Nold
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Eve Sofia Frances Nyman
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Madisen Rei Oshiro
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Lily Diana Zanzot Panetta
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Eva Anisha Patton
EMMALIE HAKELA KEHAUNANI
Oliveira Payton
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Isabella Katarina Purnadi
CUM LAUDE
Careena Mangat Rice
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Nathan Delaney Robinson
Dalia Roldan Macedonio
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Noah Alexander Romley
Hannah Lynn Sasaki
CUM LAUDE
Madeleine Elizabeth Scherler
CUM LAUDE
Cashish Sekhon
CUM LAUDE
Hannah Seto Silva
Maxwell T. Slade
CUM LAUDE
Austin James Steele
Keegan Akiyo Tomonaga
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Laurencia Sophia Trevino
with additional major in Film Studies
CUM LAUDE
Emeka Udenyi
Benjamin Weaver
CUM LAUDE
Ben Price Wiley
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Annie Yang
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Morgan Marie Young
CUM LAUDE
Lily Zollman
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Criminal Justice
Marie Claire Abel
CUM LAUDE
Grace Absheear
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Isiah Caleb Arts
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Madeline Ann Ash
with additional major in Psychology
CUM LAUDE
Genalyn Marie Asuncion
Kaia Anne-marie Beckius
CUM LAUDE
Michelle R. Breeding
CUM LAUDE
Nathan Campbell
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Hailey Nicole Connell
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Audrey Lynn Cramer
Leilah Joy Cummings
Willow Elizabeth Daniel
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Amanda Jo Davis
Earl Allister Gaitan Delfin
Rylan Jacob Dunn
CUM LAUDE
Patton LeAnn Frazier
Tomas Fernando Garcia
Jasmine Alexa Gist
Taylor Marie Kamalani Grupen
with additional major in Psychology
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Mel Hauradou
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Daniel Xutao He
CUM LAUDE
Malia Erica Huffman
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jordan Lauren Hunter
CUM LAUDE
Sophia Hyunju Hwang
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Meryn Zheng Si Ting Johnson
CUM LAUDE
Jiayin Lan
Lea E Levy
Breanna-Elizabeth Olmos Lopez
Connor Love
Azizia Alanis MacDonald
Nikolas Deaville Marsolini
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ciara Rose Maryanski
Naveen Kaur Matharu
CUM LAUDE
Annelise Katherine Milford
Danielle G. Miller
with additional major in Spanish
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Chloe Frances Mittelman
with additional major in Psychology
CUM LAUDE
Sedona Mary Frances Naifeh
with additional major in Psychology
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Julia Consuelo Rivera
Alondra Rodriguez
Juliet Rollins
CUM LAUDE
Mikaya Karine Rose-Monetathchi
CUM LAUDE
James Henry Rowan
Victoria Sanchez Gallego
Bailey Lyn Saysanth
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Chanel G Schwartz
Jay Sirinontanaves
CUM LAUDE
Julia Rose Tantare
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Katie Patricia Tinkler
Kayla Alexandra Todd
Jamie Torres
CUM LAUDE
Nadina Jian-Yuen Wu
Huda Abdulrahman Ziyad
CUM LAUDE

RICHARD P. HICKEY AWARD
Pauline Kawehinani Cash
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of Arts and Sciences. Selection is based upon the student’s total contribution to academic life and is made by the department chairs and program directors of the college. The award honors the memory of Dr. Richard P. Hickey, professor of English, a beloved and respected teacher at the university from 1947 until his death in 1968.

LE ROUX AWARD
Marrakech Skye Maxwell
Awarded to the student who has demonstrated exceptional leadership abilities, shown academic excellence and performed significant service to the College of Arts and Sciences. The recipients personify in character and action the qualities of a liberal education, which constitute the “spirit” of our College. The award honors the memory of Fr. William Le Roux, S.J., who served as Dean of the College.

Two degrees awarded
Bachelor of Science, major in Criminal Justice
Tatiana Elizabeth Ables
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Christopher Baltazar
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Lauren Elizabeth Bouju Davies
CUM LAUDE
Bronson Alexander Cole
CUM LAUDE
Alexia Joy Coleman
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Nicole Marie Dyvinia
Amy Leigh Gifford
Trenten Andrew Royce Johnson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Sydney Shade Langer
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
John Thomas Melbourn
CUM LAUDE
Joslynn Akiko Meza
CUM LAUDE
with additional major in Psychology
CUM LAUDE
Celia M. Simpson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Trisha Abalos Villegas
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Cultural Anthropology
Shala Corrin McKee
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Odessa Phaedra Savoy
CUM LAUDE
Elizabeth Sears
with additional major in Biology
CUM LAUDE
Stanley Clay Smythe
with additional major in Philosophy
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Cultural Anthropology with Departmental Honors
Karán Sachin Desai
CUM LAUDE
Henry David Hawking
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Design
Alexander Acton-Petronotis
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Shelby Bransford
Faith Michel Camara
Viktoria Cassol
CUM LAUDE
Maggie Chao
CUM LAUDE
Serena Jasmine Connell
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Natasha Jennifer Dje
CUM LAUDE
Megan Heather Do
CUM LAUDE
Emily Hae Na Efrid
CUM LAUDE
Khalil Enkhbold
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Deanna Brooke Fong
Briana Elizabeth Gordon
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Nguyen Gia Hoang
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Madison Anna Hoang
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bridgeita Ella Huhntala
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in English/Creative Writing
Lila St Reeves Bonow
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Deborah Katsuko Dickinson
Jollan Marie Franco
CUM LAUDE
Eliot James
CUM LAUDE
Aiden Louis Kinerk
CUM LAUDE
Olivia Francis Knudson
Yu-Hsin Peng
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Cherilyn Saechao
Sareena Toothaker
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kaylen Kannitha Yang
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in English/History
Halee Ann K. Amsden-Dekker
Joel Hixson Jarrett Dull
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jessica Alyssa Miller
CUM LAUDE
Bryan Stewart
CUM LAUDE
Sara Frances Knowles
CUM LAUDE
Andrew Takeo Mori
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Environmental Studies
Renzo Miguel Prudencio Aguas
CUM LAUDE
Amy Christine Barrese
CUM LAUDE
Muriel Campoverde
CUM LAUDE
Nicole T. Cavan
CUM LAUDE
Grace Midori Takashi Chinen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Joseph Frederick Ferris
Kenedi Pearl Finnes
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Melanie Rae Hendrickson-Sjoberg
with additional major in Sociology
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Rachel Katherine Denise House
with additional major in Public Affairs
CUM LAUDE
Alexander H. Jemal
Sera Bakaji Kanu
Danielo Anjolina Kutilus
Julia Grace Lily
with additional major in Public Affairs
CUM LAUDE
Lucas Milne
Erika Ann Moore
with additional major in Philosophy
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ryan Henry O’Connor
with additional major in Public Affairs
CUM LAUDE
Chloe Osterhagen
CUM LAUDE
Mateo Wayne Westwood Pignatello
CUM LAUDE
Julia Coelho Queiroz
CUM LAUDE
Grace Elizabeth Marston
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Environmental Studies with Departmental Honors
Aidyn Jane Stetson
CUM LAUDE
Ziggy Rose Allemand
CUM LAUDE
Nicole Anna Beckler
CUM LAUDE
Zoe J. Ragan
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Environmental Studies with Departmental Honors
Keira M. Cruckshank
with additional major in Sociology
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Cole Allen Janssen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Lily Kamalamalama Kelly-Jervis
CUM LAUDE
Katherine Milligan
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Zoe J. Ragan
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Environmental Studies with Departmental Honors
Aidyn Jane Stetson
CUM LAUDE
Ziggy Rose Allemand
CUM LAUDE
Nicole Anna Beckler
CUM LAUDE
Zoe J. Ragan
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Environmental Studies with Departmental Honors
Keira M. Cruckshank
with additional major in Sociology
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Cole Allen Janssen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Lily Kamalamalama Kelly-Jervis
CUM LAUDE
Katherine Milligan
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Zoe J. Ragan
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Environmental Studies with Departmental Honors
Keira M. Cruckshank
with additional major in Sociology
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Cole Allen Janssen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Lily Kamalamalama Kelly-Jervis
CUM LAUDE
Katherine Milligan
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Zoe J. Ragan
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in History
Caleb B Akiyama
Joshua Currier
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Nicolas Andrew Kobeski
Erick Ronald Lake
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Matthew D. Lifshaz
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Julian Angelo Pilato
with additional major in Psychology
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in History with Departmental Honors
Pauline Kaweihinani Cash
with additional major in Political Science
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alexander N. Colchiski
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Audrey Jean Margaret Hanson
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Richard James Merrell
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Humanities
Emily Rose Cancian
Amelia Catherine Harlocker
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Samantha Kohana Hiura
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Madison Anna Hoang
emily llambers
Andrew Takeo Mori
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Catherine Nguyen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Humanities for Teaching
Jasmine Khanh-Vy Do
CUM LAUDE
Irana Yoton Hsiiao
with additional major in Biology
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Sarabri R. Kindworth
with additional major in English
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Gelsey Belle Dela Cruz Manion
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Grace Elizabeth Marston
with additional major in Spanish
Jasmine Diem-My O’Rourke
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Cullen Kenneth Saltsman-Buck
CUM LAUDE
Abigail Qi Stfiffler
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Emma Rose Summerour
CUM LAUDE
Zoe Trudeau
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Interdisciplinary Studies
Aoen Lenore Convide
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Grace Catherine Stueve
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Nikolas Marsolini
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Interdisciplinary Liberal Studies
Emma L. Adkins
CUM LAUDE
Mackenzie E. Aizaga
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Hannah Claire Wangsness Billen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Lutfiyah Cosem
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kimberly Girard
CUM LAUDE
William Givens-Jensen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Amaiyah Marissa Livingston
CUM LAUDE
Paige Katherine Malm
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Courtney Jade Murphy
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Joseph Paul Newmann
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kristina M. Sawcykj
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Elena C. Striano
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Linda Victoria Taing
CUM LAUDE
Parker Joy Williams
CUM LAUDE
Kailley Chanel Wilson
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in International Studies
Maia Juliet Codron
CUM LAUDE
Josiane M. Djondo
CUM LAUDE
Roland Ward Waro-White
CUM LAUDE
Frederico Gutierrez M
CUM LAUDE
Isabelle Julie Studer Halaka
with additional major in Political Science
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Juan Pablo Jaramillo
CUM LAUDE
Caleb Wolfe Lynch
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Martin Felix Maldonado Jr.
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Maya McCabe
Katherine Marie Price
Patrick Ogden Scott
Darien M. Thomas
Abigail Emery Watts

Bachelor of Arts, major in International Studies with Departmental Honors
Guadalupe Corona Virgen
CUM LAUDE
Maria Viviana Sandan Esteban
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Hallie Shirnia Evans
with additional major in Spanish
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Hannah Jeanne Reidel
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Tristan Kevin Michael Schultz
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alaina A. Taylor
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Andrew M. Tuttle
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Two degrees awarded
Bachelor of Science, major in Kinesiology
Gracianna Marie Breault
Lauren Elisabeth Brown
Siu Hang Cheng
Ethan Paul Christiansen
Kamryn Elizabeth Coleman
Matthew R. Garnett
Reggie Taylor Grady
Ashton Kainalu Kubo
CUM LAUDE
Nicole Christine Marafino
Alexander McBee
Connor Joseph O’Brien
Jorge Dante Perez Martin
Tycho Striegel
Patrick Robert Thompson
Hailey Rhene Vice-Neat
Bachelor of Science, major in Kinesiology with Departmental Honors
João Pedro Alkamin de Almeida
CUM LAUDE
Aidan Erik Carlisle
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Maggie Leigh Eckel
Emma Rogers Hansen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Sukhdeep Haer
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy
Gerald (Jerry) Wayne Baughman Jr.
Marie-Therese Chahroui
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
William Donahue Harris
with additional major in History
Alexis Michel Lynley
CUM LAUDE
Laura Grace Martin
with additional major in Interdisciplinary Arts
Ryan Tyler Pottinger
CUM LAUDE
Jaden Michael Sierra
Daryn Mark Yañez
with additional major in Psychology
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy with Departmental Honors
Justice Andres Cabantangan
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Fine Arts major in Photography
Sarita Darlington Winney
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major in Political Science
Frances Laree Agrusa
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Sarah Louise Anderson
with additional major in French
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Zachary Cole Andrews
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Paige Ann Barker
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Adan Erik Carlisle
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
João Pedro Alkamin de Almeida
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Maggie Leigh Eckel
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Emma Rogers Hansen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Sukhdeep Haer
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Psychology
Amelia Catherine Harlocker
Marc Edward Horsfield
with additional major in History
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Adam Craig Jelinek
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kira Kalikamáiloi A
Kahapé’a-Aquino
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Chloe Danielle Leonetti
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Tamir Madi
CUM LAUDE
Nikolas Peter Manetas
Wailana Medeiros
CUM LAUDE
Kelly J. Polito
Jillian Rae Rasmussen
Jake Turner Richards
Angela L. Sichelski
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Garrison Bradford Tipping
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Sarah Irene Trapizona
CUM LAUDE
Ava Catherine Walchak
with additional major in Philosophy
Graham O’Hara Wielgos
with additional major in Communication and Media
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jack Aldon Yenni
Bachelor of Arts, major in Psychology
Victoria Almond
Mallory Jo Anderson
CUM LAUDE
Andrea R. Arnaiz
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Chelsea Lanier Arnold
with additional major in Criminal Justice
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Noor Wasiim Azzam
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Stephen Koapono Baginski
Esther-Alexandria Condon
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Caitlin Grace Crawford
Isabella Rose DePalo
Engracia Diez
CUM LAUDE
Catherine Ann Dolin
Chinwe Anakela Ezeonu
CUM LAUDE
Jason Patrick Finegan
Alex Freund
with additional major in Film Studies
Cassandra Gonzales
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Audrey Ann Graves
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kristin Marie Greenfield
with additional major in Communication and Media
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Emily Anne Griffin
with additional major in Criminal Justice
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Sukhdeep Haer
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Public Affairs
Matthew Nolan Albright
with additional major in Philosophy
CUM LAUDE
Natalie A. Borgognoni
Leyla Ananda Gheisar
with additional major in Philosophy with departmental honors
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Science, major in Psychology
Cassandra Marie Anderson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Madison Anderson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Echo Jade Cachola Baraquio
Teresa T. Buchholz
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Joanna Labot Corpus
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Rachel Michelle Cupparo
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ryan Matthew DeRienzo
Sophie M. Freeman
CUM LAUDE
Isabel Gilbertson
with additional major in Public Affairs
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Megan Daliparthi
CUM LAUDE
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Hauser
CUM LAUDE
Gabrielle Jillings
Erin Frances Kiuttu
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Daniel Joseph Cooper Klosowski
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Lauren Jessica McNabb LaReniere
Le Dùê Tr Vi
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Lydia Mae Lenigan
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Xiuyuan Li
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Oliver Christopher Lindseth
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Mckenzie Yoko Madokoro
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kaitlyn Nicole Mahowsky-Adams
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Diya P. Manghnani
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Emily Madison O’Brien
Michelle Jinon Song
CUM LAUDE
Kaitlyn E. Steckel
CUM LAUDE
Christopher Kantola Stevens
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jessica Susai
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Allison Keiko Tanaka
CUM LAUDE
Elias Francis Winer
CUM LAUDE
Katherine Taylor Stinnett
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Grace Catherine Stuewe
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Tara Rei Victorino
Kekoa Trent Vierra
CUM LAUDE
Jessica C. Whitney
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kun Yat Wong
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Science, major in Public Health
Matthew Albert Levy
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Madeline Massinga
CUM LAUDE
Marrakech Skye Maxwell
with additional major in Environmental Studies
Sophia Elizabeth McMillan
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Cristina Joy Millar
with additional major in Environmental Studies
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Keenan Taylor Kanae Peery
CUM LAUDE
Christian Ward Poulsen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Hannah Jeanne Reidel
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Isaac Angel Robledo
Joely Elizabeth Smith
Mallory Paige Spencer
CUM LAUDE
Eli M. Waldman
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Social Work
Rachel Nicole Amperaro
Jonathan Henry Anderson
CUM LAUDE
Tatyana Sergeyevna Grace
Meg Allison Brown
CUM LAUDE
Molly Elizabeth Caldwell
Rowan Paige Cuadrado
Nikki T. Do
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jared Anthony Fontenette
with additional major in Theology and Religious Studies
CUM LAUDE
Lorenzo Guerrero
Kimberley Ann Hines
Hannah Temperance Johnson
CUM LAUDE
Livja Laraine Langberg
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Catriana Larson
CUM LAUDE
Haley Margaret Lewin
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Isabella Marie Marez
CUM LAUDE
Erica K. Milton
CUM LAUDE
Regan Patricia Sides
CUM LAUDE
Nikki Truong
with additional major in Psychology
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Helena Marie Veijoda
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Social Work with Departmental Honors
Julia Elizabeth Sant
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Sheera Yoshimi Hai Bao Tamura
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Two degrees awarded
Bachelor of Arts, major in Sociology
Nicholas Martines Andino
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Giang Huong Dinh (Jane Dinh)
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Stephanie Renee Karilinari Harper
Miranda Hernandez Martinez
Kiana Keller
Calin Elizabeth Knudsen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ashley N. Nelson
Katherine Isabel Pernia
Angela Marie Romano
with additional major in History with departmental honors
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Masa Sawaf
Nathaniel Shani
CUM LAUDE
Alison R. Shaw
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major in Sociology with Departmental Honors
Natalie Kay Hutson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major in Spanish
Julia Wilder Stumpf
Faye Leila White
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science, major in Sport and Exercise Science
Melina Noelle Daniel
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Chloe Deleisseges
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jan Gabriel J. Deraco
Antonio Sablan Gumataotao III
Danielle Nathalie Hagopian-Dikmen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Hauser
CUM LAUDE
Andy Ho
CUM LAUDE
Lauren Rose Hudson
Rachel Kekaimalie Ignacio
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Claire Liliana Karen Kelly
Eve Sarah Kerschenbaum
CUM LAUDE
Julian S. Kodama
Jaeda Nicole Blas Meno
Kevin Phan
Adadora Poasa
CUM LAUDE
Gabrielle Heleno Postma
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Milan Sanic
CUM LAUDE
Sarah Katarina Strba
Fernando Villavicencio
Nicole Grace Whitten
CUM LAUDE
Sarah X. Zhong
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major in Theatre
Sophie Amalia Kanane Collins
with additional major in Interdisciplinary Arts
CUM LAUDE
Audrey Jean Margaret Hanson
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Andy Ho
CUM LAUDE
Nicola Dorré Krause
with additional major in Cultural Anthropology
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Zoe Cameron Nigg
CUM LAUDE
Sierra Alexandra Pia
with additional major in Interdisciplinary Arts
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major in Theatre and Religious Studies
Grace Marie Orozco Davidson
Bachelor of Arts, major in Theatre and Religious Studies with Departmental Honors
Crosby Ann Blake-Leibowitz
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major in Visual Art
Braden A Dose
Henry Reeve Geary
CUM LAUDE
Kiara Monique Kenny
Madelyn Marice Lim
with an additional major in Art History with Departmental Honors
CUM LAUDE
Elias Francis Winer
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major in Women and Gender Studies with Departmental Honors
Matthew Nolan Albright
with additional major in Philosophy
CUM LAUDE
Taylor Kaili McKenzie
with additional major in Environmental Studies
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Ariana Ruth Moore
with additional major in Theatre
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major in Women and Gender and Sexuality Studies
Bella Rose Ramirez
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration, major in Accounting
Ryan Christopher Ascencio
CUM LAUDE
Khongchaul Avirmed
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jacquelyn K. Bradley
Arshdeep Singh Brar
with additional major in Business Analytics
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Thang Q. Bui
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Juzhong Cai
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Zehao Chi
Sayminah Ainaya Tahay
Cornelius-McClam
with additional major in Finance
CUM LAUDE
Conner Adam Dianand Deal
with additional major in Business Analytics
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Anish Marathe Deodhar
Caleb Dickinson-Cove
with additional major in Finance
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Michael Minh Do
Grace Castuera Euben
with additional major in Management
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Gabriela Carolyn Elwell
CUM LAUDE
Kianna Maree Fiorito
Ryan Nicholas Fong
Juvenal Garcia-Nunez
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Karine G. Watson
Grady McAlulife Wells
with additional major in Business Economics
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Daeshawn Anthony Wilson
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration, major in Business Analytics
Zackery Dillon Carey
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Duke Denham
Hieu Nhu Ho
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Joshua Jayandran
Tinh-An Truong Le
with additional major in Finance
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bethany Grace Locke
with additional major in Finance
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Gabriel Michael Marken
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jason E. Milan
John Thomas Netton
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Two degrees awarded
PAUL A. VOLPE AWARD
Ami Kinnamon
PAUL A. VOLPE AWARD
Khoa Hoang Anh Phan
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Eric Peter Schauss
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Herman Singh
with additional major in Marketing
Eco Sonmez
Samuel W. Suk
Brian Thomas
with additional major in Marketing
Tran Pham Que Tran
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alvaro Alexander Vazquez
with additional major in Finance
Yinhui Yang
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration, major in Business Economics
Kyle Brant Bailey
with additional major in Business Analytics
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Richard Bedats
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Logan Michael Conover
CUM LAUDE
Matthew David Culver
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Abern Fekade-Tessema
CUM LAUDE
Yueming Gao
CUM LAUDE
Mitchell Scott Harle
Chiao-Yu Kung
with additional major in Business Analytics
CUM LAUDE
Alex Yun Luo
Sotiris Antonis Romas
with additional major in Finance
CUM LAUDE
Eric Schumacher
Xinzhu Sun
with additional major in Global Business
CUM LAUDE
Octavian Tofoleanu
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Leonard Wong
CUM LAUDE
From its inception in 1945 until 1966.
Bachelor of Science, major in Biochemistry
Evans Michael Min Hyuk Brackenbrough
CUM LAUDE
Marina Dukhin
CUM LAUDE
Matthew Jay Esselstrom
CUM LAUDE
Alexandra Nicole Hart
CUM LAUDE
Melissa Thy Le
CUM LAUDE
Andrew Connor McAllister
CUM LAUDE
Olivia Helen Miranda
CUM LAUDE
Khoa Do Dang Nguyen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Khoi Anh Nguyen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Gabriel Alexander Nichols-McAulander
CUM LAUDE
Quinn Peters
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Pedro Ramos
CUM LAUDE
Abigail Louise Pauline Spry
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Isabella Joy Franco Strand
CUM LAUDE
Nhi Nguyen Dung Vo
CUM LAUDE
Damon White
CUM LAUDE
Amber Lee Young
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science, major in Biology
Amelia Nicole Berg
CUM LAUDE
Jaanivani Kannan
CUM LAUDE
Alessis Chu Ku
CUM LAUDE
An Hoa Le
CUM LAUDE
Anya Elise Michael
CUM LAUDE
Samantha Ray Millard
CUM LAUDE
Nicholas R. Peña
CUM LAUDE
Sylvia Nicole Propst Perez
CUM LAUDE
Sebelle Elyse Rojas
Lee Reiji Kalei Sasaki
CUM LAUDE
Angelina Schmidt
CUM LAUDE
Joshua Scoggin
CUM LAUDE
Claire E. Spadoni-Varden
Lauryn Reiko
CUM LAUDE
Kahokukauahialoha Kula Suwa
CUM LAUDE
MacKenzie Taylor Vaughn
CUM LAUDE
Jaimie Bernardino Vital
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science, major in Biology
Marian Therese J. Amaram
CUM LAUDE
Sabrina Marie Austin
CUM LAUDE
Zuhra Bhola
CUM LAUDE
Sofie Powell Bjorksten
Joelle Kawai Kimi Cantiberos
CUM LAUDE
Faith Victoria Chamberlain
CUM LAUDE
Sydney Jayne Clark
CUM LAUDE
Basil Dahan
CUM LAUDE
Serena N. Davis
CUM LAUDE
Kellise Tedepahago Delgado
CUM LAUDE
Justina Huynh Dizon
CUM LAUDE
Alyssa Paige Ewing-Tungul
CUM LAUDE
Tiffany Tram Luong
Koshin Joseph Matsushima
CUM LAUDE
Megan Ellen McClung
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jennifer Samantha Menjivar
CUM LAUDE
Catherine Nguyen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Vincent K. Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Heidi Soo-Hyun Park
Sara Nicole Romero
CUM LAUDE
Alisa Sabotic
CUM LAUDE
Maximilian Schmidt-Bailey
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Isabelle Marie Smith
Peter Daniel Smith
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Cara Linda Curtis Starfield
CUM LAUDE
Madison Paige Pascual Tabora
CUM LAUDE
Cassandra Claire Tinkler
CUM LAUDE
Miguel Skyler Zapanta Verzosa
CUM LAUDE
Andrew S. Wong
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science, major in Cell and Molecular Biology
Eva Mae Allam
CUM LAUDE
Aranza Alvarez Sanabria
CUM LAUDE
Lair Nique Baker-Bruce
CUM LAUDE
Daniel Bies
CUM LAUDE
Andrew Elena Carroll
CUM LAUDE
Drake Thomas Chinn
CUM LAUDE
Lillian Grace Eason
CUM LAUDE
Kerlyn Masue Higashi
CUM LAUDE
Saffa Hiyeri
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science, major in Chemistry
Braided Alexander Camarota
VALERIE STEPHANIE CORTEZ
Duyen Nguyen My Dinh
JAKOB A. LEVINE
JOANNA T. WONG
Bachelor of Science, major in Chemistry
Rylee McKenna Bosse
CUM LAUDE
Alexandra Angela Kha
CUM LAUDE
Alyssa Nicole Konopaski
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Lee Owen
CUM LAUDE
Jordan Jip Lo
CUM LAUDE
Susannah Leigh Sherwood
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science, major in Computer Science
Mauricio Ayala-Cruz
CUM LAUDE
Roberto Carlos Cordero Aguilar
CUM LAUDE
Luka Dzipkovic
CUM LAUDE
Molly Eirick
CUM LAUDE
Jenelle Kelaliani Ho
CUM LAUDE
Sing Cheong Kam
CUM LAUDE
Mike Lasarz-Amos Kwispong
CUM LAUDE
Tyler Hung Lam
CUM LAUDE
Kyra F. Lemmelin
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Rilien Jan Loo
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Eljah Gregory Magnan
CUM LAUDE
Jarred Mahon
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Allyssa Mae S. Manlapaz
CUM LAUDE
Quinn Suk Wun Nakasato
CUM LAUDE
Khang Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Lan Thuy Ngoc Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Camryn M. Okada
DARWIN PHU
MAIA PIZZUTO
DORIN V. RUSSU
CUM LAUDE
Jesus Eugenio Sanchez
CUM LAUDE
Andre Daichi Cheret
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Lawrence Kingya Takekoto
CUM LAUDE
Meng Juan Timm
CUM LAUDE
Christopher Horton
CUM LAUDE
Megan Y. Kawamura
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Gillian Elizabeth Retter
Christina Aiko Torkelson
LEE DIIU VI
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ruth Redaia Zekariae
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science, major in Computer Engineering
Udi Bahatt
CUM LAUDE
Joseph J. Chean
CUM LAUDE
Cade D. Derry
CUM LAUDE
Ben Graybaef
CUM LAUDE
Sarah Ann Hartley
CUM LAUDE
Peter McClyor Heikemper III
CUM LAUDE
Jinyao Hu
CUM LAUDE
Joshua Louis Jurosek
CUM LAUDE
Andrew Nicholas Sunico Koken
CUM LAUDE
Melvin Yuuki Lieu
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Matthew Manacio
CUM LAUDE
Nicholas Parker Matus
CUM LAUDE
Ryan Kim Ming Murai
CUM LAUDE
Nicholas Kim Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Julian M. Saturno
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science, major in Engineering
Elton Huang
CUM LAUDE
Darren Jonany
CUM LAUDE
Melliana Jessica Lays
CUM LAUDE
Francisco W Mayo
CUM LAUDE
Thong Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Carmen Clarissa Maria Romero
CUM LAUDE
Afrikan Sahra
CUM LAUDE
Kayla Shigaya
CUM LAUDE
Loveraj Singh Sidhu
CUM LAUDE
Juliette Rose Simonds
CUM LAUDE
Owen Lee
CUM LAUDE
Yitong Wang
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major in Computer Science
Charina Faye Abapo
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Mason Blake Adsero
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bella Aghajanyan
CUM LAUDE
Esther Rose Angeles
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Ryan Bush
CUM LAUDE
Veronica V. Carpenter
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Brandon James Chan
CUM LAUDE
Ethan J Chattfield
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Evon Richard Chatters
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Stephen Joseph-Toy Crocker
CUM LAUDE
Stephan Futch
CUM LAUDE
Riley Kaelaloaha Cullen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Andre Philip Costelo Dasalla
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Raymond James Dela Cruz
CUM LAUDE
Ojet S. Deol
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Hoang Do
CUM LAUDE
 bachelor of science, major in mathematics
Nicolas Kenji Bulaon
Elise Lauralin Carlos
MAGNA Cum laude
Debangi Choudhuri
Liam G. Connor
with additional major in Philosophy
SUMMA Cum laude
Lucas Harald Ehinger
SUMMA Cum laude
Zachary Dean Gonzalez
Chang He
Cum laude
Bohan Hu
Nestor Michal Iwanojko
Magna cum laude
Tatiana Alexa Tomanek
Eljah Waters

bachelor of science, major in mechanical engineering
Mauricio Ayon Jr.
Mohammed Khalid Bashmail
Anthony Earl Beal
Magna cum laude
Anders August Bergeson
Joshua Miguel Carbajal
Cum laude
Jovial Paul Chakkalakkal
Alexander William Chee
Cum laude
Jackson Tyler Christian
Cum laude
Elias Elmorr
Cum laude
Rebecca Anne Farmer
Paula Fijolek
James David Finnestad
Cum laude

bachelor of science, major in physics
Lucas Harald Ehinger
Cum laude
Alex Lindgren-Ruby
Magna cum laude

MacQuarrie Goodfellow Thomson
Bachelor of Science, major in Diagnostic Ultrasound

Killian Abshire  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Taylor Alana Angrita  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jordan Joseph Baker  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Victoria Buina  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kayla Ann Butzerin  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Erin Noelle Lorio Cam elo  CUM LAUDE
Danielle Castle  CUM LAUDE
Reina Chieko Chen  CUM LAUDE
Kirsten Jewel Dickey  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Alanelle Bagamaspad Gabbard  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Christine Joy Pudadera Grino  CUM LAUDE
Haley Faith Tome Hirayama  CUM LAUDE
Sydni Yukiko Inafuku  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Santana Isabel Martinez  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Samantha Masae Mau  CUM LAUDE
Corrine Denise McCllelan  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kai Yosuke Meyer  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Melissa Mae Minahan  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Polina A. Mntaskanova  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Khoi D. Nguyen  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Serena Keever Nguyen  CUM LAUDE
Josephine Ong  CUM LAUDE
Michelle Lam Pan  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Carla Jaqueleen Ahumada  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kirstin Louise Presnell  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Felicity Grace Rizzo  CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Science major in Nursing

Mohammedan Suleiman Abdella  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ritwan Jamal Abdinor  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jaymark Jon Abandiano Jr.  CUM LAUDE
Alexandra Jane Abraham  CUM LAUDE
Abigail Joy Adams  CUM LAUDE
Subin Ahn  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kirsten Haley Allison  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ivy Rain Amann  CUM LAUDE
Joshua Arciaga  CUM LAUDE
Carolyn Marie Arjona  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Delaney Frances Atkinson  CUM LAUDE
Alondra Ayala-Castrejon  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kipp Veha Bailey  CUM LAUDE
Mandy Marie Baird  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Cole Baker  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kimberly Veronica Basabe  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Erting Emmanuel Berger  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Marguerite Dunmore Boe  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Natalie Anne Booth  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Grace Elizabeth Bourdon  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Chana Tova Braverman  SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Felicity Grace Rizzo  CUM LAUDE

Robert Emmett Harley Brittingham  CUM LAUDE
Anh Thi Le Bui  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Paul K. Bui  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jemimah Cacagdan  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Serene Careaga  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ginna Elizabeth Carver Miller  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kathryn Cassis  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jacob Querimit Castro  CUM LAUDE
Marissa Pei-Ling Chan  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alexandra Patricia Changeux  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Madeline Chheng  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Lauren Faye Chin  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kelly Cho  CUM LAUDE
Nicole Kempton Churchill  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Valerie Aquino Cisneros  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Molly Jane Cohen  CUM LAUDE
Caitlin Uyen-Ca Dang  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Anastasiya Davis  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kayla Christine Salle de Leon  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Isabelle Grace Dumo Diga  CUM LAUDE
Allen Do  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Nguyen Hanh Do  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jaime Lynn Dorsh  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Samuel Jacob Siador Elbalobo  CUM LAUDE
Jaile Bacha Edao  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Rebecca Ann Elting  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jennifer Ann Eng  SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Alexis Leigh Agbigay Espinosa  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Emma Grace Eubanks  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Callie Nicole Feikert  CUM LAUDE
Frances Ruth Fernyhough  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Liliana H. Fritze  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Lauren M. Frizzell  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bridgeott Gardea  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Nicole Justine Gavin  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Benjamin D. Goode  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Alexis Renee Gorretta  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Olivia Shirley Grande  CUM LAUDE
Terazhya L. Grant  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Hannah Lynn Grossman  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Abigail Karen Gustafson  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Lane Elizabeth Gustafson  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Amy Grace Hanners  CUM LAUDE
Kelli Shannon Hardy  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Carie May Harper  CUM LAUDE
Irena Felice Atayde-Hawkins  CUM LAUDE
Madeline Hess-Maple  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Solrun Heuschert  CUM LAUDE
Diane Mckenzie Hodgen  CUM LAUDE
Bianna Le Honc  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Hannah McKinley Howard  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Maggie Ivanjek  CUM LAUDE
Erin Meredith Jacob  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jaclyn Re Janczakowski  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Haeun Jang  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Rahel Melaku Jembere  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Aleehah Johnson  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Morgan Mae Jones  CUM LAUDE
Diana Nikolayevna Katynskiy  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Alexandra Ortiz Ko  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kalie Chiemi Kurokawa  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Emily Lingnan Kwong  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kaia Labes  SUMMA CUM LAUDE

MAYA LAZU-FANNING  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
CATY GIA LE  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
KAITLYN QUYNH NHI LE  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
MAIA LIPSKY  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
KRISTIN ANNE LOCKE  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
KAYLEIGH MARIE LONERGAN  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
KAITLIN ROSE LOONEY  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
BRITTANY LEE LOTT  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
LIANA NICOLE LUKE  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
JEFFREY ZHUANG MA  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
ASHLEY J. MAH  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
KARLEE K. MAHO  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
REBECCA JOY MARTINEZ  CUM LAUDE
ANNALESIE MARIE MARTINS  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
MICHAEL GEORGE MASRI  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
BRENDA MATA-DIAZ  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
RYLEI L. MCCOY  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
MELISSA MEDINA  CUM LAUDE
BETHELHEM B. MENIK  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
NATHAN SHANE MITCHELL  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
ADUNYA A. MOHAMED  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
EVE M MOYNIHAN  CUM LAUDE
ALLISON PATRICIA YONEKO NAMBA  CUM LAUDE
CHARLES LUKE NESSER  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
KATHERINE MARIE NEUMEISTER  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
BARRETT ANDREW SANCHEZ NG  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
CHAU NHU H. NGUYEN  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
HONG NGUYEN  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
NHU QUYNH NGUYEN  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
STEPHANIE SUEBON OH  CUM LAUDE
SHIORI IRIS OHKI  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
MASSON MARIE DELA CRUZ OHRMAN  CUM LAUDE
NWAAMALI O. OWOLI  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
KARA VIRGINIA PALMER  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
CHI MINKYU PARK  MAGNA CUM LAUDE
ZUN SUE PARK  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
AMBER PASCUAL  SUMMA CUM LAUDE
CHRISTINA PENNELLA  CUM LAUDE

SISTER MARY RUTH NIEHOFF AWARD

Christina Pennella  CUM LAUDE
Solrun Heuschert  SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Awarded to outstanding graduating students in the College of Nursing. Selection is based upon the student's academic achievement, excellence in nursing, and participation in school and community activities. The award honors the memory of Sister Mary Ruth, who was dean of the School of Nursing from 1955 to 1968.
ARMY ROTC COMMISSIONING CADETS

The ROTC Commissioning Ceremony is the culmination of four years of hard work balancing military requirements and academic commitments. These young men and women will be commissioned as Second Lieutenants and will begin their career of service to their nation all over the world.

Genalyn Asuncion
Active Duty, Military Police, Joint Base Lewis-McChord

Nikolis Moffett
Active Duty, Judge Advocate General, Seattle University

Sylvia Perez
Reserve Forces, Branch Immaterial, Nevada State Army Reserve

Garrison Tipping
Active Duty, Military Intelligence, Fort Hood

New and Continuing Studies

Rick Fehrenbacher, PhD
Dean

Bachelor of Arts, major in Digital Technology and Cultures
Yasmin Blazevic
Jeffrey S. Brann
Pantea Hatefi
Marise Miville
Shawna N. Stewart

Bachelor of Arts, major in Organizational Leadership
Fernando Campos
Michelle J. Miller
Robin Evans
Adrienne Donoghue
Thomas Ryan Gaffney
M. Lorena Toledo-Eastey

Annabella Allegra Pfeifer
Magna Cum Laude

Timmy N. Phan
Cum Laude

Caitlin Aubre’e Platt
Summa Cum Laude

Hannah Jane Prehoda
Cum Laude

Nazish Riaz Qureshi
Magna Cum Laude

Ashley Elizabeth Reece
Magna Cum Laude

Kevin Scott Respicio
Summa Cum Laude

Sara Richterman
Summa Cum Laude

Reta Rae Riedinger
Summa Cum Laude

Nicole Margaret Robbins
Summa Cum Laude

Sean Robinson
Magna Cum Laude

Amber Esperanza Rodriguez-Munoz
Magna Cum Laude

Jolie Amanda Russell
Magna Cum Laude

Tarynn Jessica Kyomi Sales
Magna Cum Laude

Madison Schell
Magna Cum Laude

Emily Veronica Schultz
Magna Cum Laude

Bedriya K. Seid
Summa Cum Laude

Anna Lee Seth
Magna Cum Laude

Anna Sharp
Cum Laude

Sushila Shrestha
Magna Cum Laude

Sydney Michelle Slack
Magna Cum Laude

Ryan Thomas Smith
Summa Cum Laude

DezMarie Nozomi Stovall
Magna Cum Laude

Devin Ellen-Marie Surface
Cum Laude

Diana Ta
Summa Cum Laude

Emily Tang
Summa Cum Laude

Alyssa Michelle Tivey
Magna Cum Laude

Amber Denise Tomes
Magna Cum Laude

Meagan Ecarlan Torio
Cum Laude

Catherine Thanh Huong Tran
Summa Cum Laude

Khang Gia Tran
Magna Cum Laude

Evans Noelle Tribelhorn
Cum Laude

Bethany Grace Van Baak
Summa Cum Laude

Grace Anne-Marie Wagner
Cum Laude

Matthew Louis Wald
Magna Cum Laude

Jason James Walker
Magna Cum Laude

Lauren Marie Walker
Summa Cum Laude

Ryan Waters
Summa Cum Laude

Madison Weng
Cum Laude

Hayden F. Wennberg-Conley
Magna Cum Laude

Gabriela Lynn Willett
Summa Cum Laude

Cheryl Winters
Summa Cum Laude

Elizabeth Hetherwick Woods
Summa Cum Laude

Megan Wu
Summa Cum Laude

Ziwei Xu
Summa Cum Laude

Sophia Yamamura
Magna Cum Laude

Ji Eun Yoon
Summa Cum Laude

Tobin Derek Ziel
Magna Cum Laude

Julie Zimmermann
Summa Cum Laude
PROCESSIONAL

★ Pomp and Circumstance
Edward Elgar
Mosaic Brass Quintet

Grand Marshal
Frank Shih, PhD
President, Academic Assembly

CONVOCATION
Shane P. Martin, PhD
Provost

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Johnathan Christopher Wright, tenor
BS ’14, B MBA ’16

INVOCATION
Trung Pham, S.J.

WELCOME
Shane P. Martin, PhD
Provost

REMARKS FROM THE PRESIDENT
Eduardo M. Peñalver, JD
President

HONORARY DEGREE INTRODUCTION
Eduardo M. Peñalver, JD
President

HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS
Edward Reese, S.J.
Thomas Reese, S.J.

STUDENT SPEAKER
Sarah Roseline Ehiedu Orihu
Master of Arts in Couples and Family Therapy

PRESENTATION OF AWARDS
Archbishop Raymond G. Hunthausen
Outstanding Service Award
Provost’s Awards for Graduate Student Excellence

PRESENTATION OF DEGREES
Eduardo M. Peñalver, JD
President

BENEDICTION
The Reverend Dr. Troy Carr
Master of Nonprofit Leadership

RECESSIONAL
Hallelujah, Amen
George Frideric Handel
Mosaic Brass Quintet

THE UNIVERSITY MACE

Historically, the mace was a heavy staff, often spiked, used especially in the Middle Age for breaking armor, in other words, a club used as a weapon. Later it became a staff borne by or carried before a dignitary as an ensign of authority. Ceremonial maces often retain some trace of their war-like ancestry with the spikes giving way to precious metal and jewels. The current Seattle University mace is made of wood with the University seal etched in metal at its tip.

British composer, Edward Elgar’s “Land of Hope and Glory” from his “Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1” is a stirring, emotional and patriotic sounding musical composition that has played continuously in United States graduation ceremonies since 1905.
ARCHBISHOP RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN
OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD

Given to the student who has offered significant service to both the university community and the community at-large, and in so doing, has exemplified the values of collaborative leadership in service to others.

Renata Elias-Loyola
Master of Education in Student Development Administration

PROVOST’S AWARD FOR GRADUATE STUDENT EXCELLENCE

Given to the Seattle University graduate students who have maintained the highest grade point average throughout their program and have also demonstrated outstanding leadership.

David N. Selander, MD
Leadership Executive MBA

Joslyn Kira Wallenborn
Master in Criminal Justice

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION IN EDUCATION AND ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING AND LEADERSHIP

Cal James Erwin-Svoboda
A Modern Game of Telephone: Knowledge Sharing, Remote Work, and Organizational Learning in a Public Library System
Chair: Brian R. Taberski, EdD

Crystal J. Hess
A Modern Game of Telephone: Knowledge Sharing, Remote Work, and Organizational Learning in a Public Library System
Chair: Brian R. Taberski, EdD

Stacy Noel Hicks
Implementing Organizational Change at a Multi-Campus Community College District: A Case-Study
Chair: Colette M. Taylor, EdD

Chase Montana Huffman
A Modern Game of Telephone: Knowledge Sharing, Remote Work, and Organizational Learning in a Public Library System
Chair: Brian R. Taberski, EdD

Sean Patrick Lassiter
Implementing Organizational Change at a Multi-Campus Community College District: A Case-Study
Chair: Colette M. Taylor, EdD

Masereka Hannington Kule
Examining Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Practices Within Leadership and Educational Environments
Chair: Viviane Lopuch, EdD

Ashley Joan Miller
Implementing Organizational Change at a Multi-Campus Community College District: A Case-Study
Chair: Colette M. Taylor, EdD

Julius Henry Moss II
Implementing Organizational Change at a Multi-Campus Community College District: A Case-Study
Chair: Colette M. Taylor, EdD

Colin T. Watrin
A Modern Game of Telephone: Knowledge Sharing, Remote Work, and Organizational Learning in a Public Library System
Chair: Brian R. Taberski, EdD
Doctor of Education in Education and Organizational Learning
Cal James Erwin-Svoboda
Crystal J. Hess
Stacy Noel Hicks
Chase Montana Huffman
Sean Patrick Lassiter
Masureka Harrington Kule
Ashley Joan Miller
Julius Henry Moss II
Colin T. Watrin

Cynthia B. Dillard, PhD
Dean

Master of Arts in Education in Counseling
Ellia Amanda Ravanera Ares
Chelsey Elise Armstrong
Philip Bailey
Kailuanu Corby Bond
Rosalie Kathryn Corrigan
Rachel Josephine Farris
Melissa Louise Foss
Sophia Caroline Galfney
Samuel Gilsmann
Sarah Lee-Ann Gordon
Fausto Guillen Aguilar
Leslie Hall
Marta Kapala Hoge
Brian Holvedt
Autum M Hopkins
Katriyn Dianna Keller
Mona Khayal
Allie Lauren Knechtel
Madeleine Hope Laney
Sidney Aaron Lee Lim
Daniel James George Littleton
Priya Laurette Manion
Elizabeth Ann Marriott
Lucas Iolanmanalanli Millar
Kelly Nhan
Gurshamshir Nijjar
Hajira Hussein Nor
Nicole Oliphant
Kelsey Marie Plummer
Kennedy Gise Poore
Roxanne Alaska Rapaport
Caleb Rivas Ahrens
Sanjay G Shenoy
Kristopher McLloyd Shultz
Leela Simmons
Amy Kay Stephens
Charlie Jenna Stone
Colin Jackson Stonecipher
Sierra Heeran Suh
Evan Sumner
Chloe Adina Traynor
Jennifer Marie Usselman
Michelle Catherine Voebeld
Jessica Thuy Quynh Vu
Philip Benjamin Zaragoza

Master of Education in Educational Administration
Kynan Warren

Master of Education in Educating Non-native English Speakers
Lynn Adel Bruso
Sharon Samia Coward
Jessica Eve Fishman
Bethany Jean Foutz
Sarah A Furstenberg
Catherine Julia Maier
Joycelyn Tran Nguyen
Marie-Elana Thereske
Quinones-Rezin
Natalie Kathleen Ramsey
Miyuki Tachibana Stuart

Master of Education in Special Education
Dunya Gasimova
Noel M Kropf
Matthew Glidden Maley
Erin O’Donnell
Rebecca Rose Vandiver
Mary Yvonne Woodgate

Master of Arts in Student Development Administration
Tsents Anuurad

Master of Education in Student Development Administration
Aileen Montecillo Arsenio
Jaeda Chanel Ballard
Brett Thomas Behrens
Alexandra Renee Bishop
Ian Blaze Brumbaugh
Alexis Bull
Yiqiu Cai
Renata Elias-Loyola
Austin Jude Escalera
Jose Alberto Gamez
Josephine Marie Melanie Gaultier
Soifa Arianna Lopez
Giovanni Milan
Shayna Olartii
Sarah O’Rourke
Amaris Penaloz-Rayno
William David Ramirez Jr
Jermaine Lark Carolino
Rocacorba
Kayla Ryan
Elizabeth Stephenson
Mellanie Rhae Cruz Tanada
Ricky Young

Master of Teaching
Madeline Appel
Jordan Cherry Aronson
Stephanie Diane Augustinhou
Joshua Bernice Barnes
Bek E. S. Blackwell
Baylor Robert Blair
Wayne Robert Carlson
Gabrielle Arias Christy
Michael Alexander Corsano-Leopizzi
Kathryn Elizabeth Davidson
Haritha Shanker Dhanikonda
Kathryn W Egolf
Emma Kathryn Gibson
Victoria Gonzales
Sally Gordon
George A. Grant
Cecilia Rae Hansen
Madison Parker Hansen
Gabrielle Fleur Hawley
Haley Hesselberg
Cameron James Hill

Bonnne Loron Hollon
Mark Laib
Kelsey Ann Leonard
Anna Leslie
Grace Evelyn Levy
Carina Mikaela Lukes
Rachael Joelle Luster
Derek McKenzie
Molly McNeil
Anna Madalyn Mindt
Caroline Overstreet
Samantha Park
Siri Chandana Peduru
Jolene Perry
Riley Anne Peterson
Allison Ann Plamondon
Fernando Puga
Zoe Marie Rossich
Amanda Sandate
Isabella Michaela Sassi
Flynn Carole Schuehle
Robert James Shook
David Salvatore Spindel
Sophie Mae Stoltman
Brendan Jay Sullivan
Christian Michael Swacker
Chanelle Lynne Swen
Madison Terry
Domino Thomas
Theresa Leanne Tonelli
Tyler Elizabeth Verniest
Stavroula Voules
Allison Marik Wagner
Eleanor Harsanyi Walstad
Michelle Nancy Warren
Lily Wettstein
Bryanda Tiare Wippel
Dannaka Elizabeth Elaine Wylie
Mengqi Yang
Noam Y. Zohar

ST. IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA AWARD
Domino Thomas
Kathryn W Egolf
Presented annually to the outstanding graduating student(s) in the College of Education Teacher Education Program. Selection is based on academic achievement, excellence in student teaching, evidence of commitment to teaching, and evidence of leadership.

SPIRIT OF EDUCATION AWARD
Alexis Bull
Presented to the student who exemplifies the College of Education mission of preparing ethical and reflective practitioners for quality service in diverse communities. The student demonstrates excellence in academics as well as service to the program, school, campus, or greater community.
Wallace Loh Academic Excellence Award
Ashley Nicole Buck
The Wallace Loh Academic Excellence Award is given to the outstanding graduating student in the College of Arts and Sciences Graduate Programs. Selection is based upon exceptional graduate work in the classroom. Qualification evidenced by paper/article submission, conference presentations, fellowship or scholarship awards, and interdisciplinary scholarship work. The award honors the impact that Dr. Wallace Loh had upon graduate programs in the College of Arts and Sciences. Dr. Loh served as Dean of the college from 1999-2008. Under his leadership, four of the seven Arts and Sciences graduate programs were created.

Leadership and Professional Engagement Award
Heidi Wong
The Leadership and Professional Engagement Award recognizes the outstanding leadership abilities and professional engagement of the recipient. The recipient is an innovative thinker, making new roads in their chosen field. Their professional development efforts contribute to the vibrant educational experience in their graduate program.

Social Justice and Community Engagement Award
Trés Marquel McMichael
The Social Justice and Community Engagement Award recognizes the graduate student who has demonstrated a deep commitment to social justice and community engagement. The recipient has gone above and beyond in their service to others, carrying with them the founding principles of a Jesuit education, making choices as a leader for a just and humane world.

Master of Fine Arts in Arts Leadership
Abimbola Adetola Abatan
Samantha Grace Anderson
Madeline Berkman
Hang Chen
Jackson Cooper
Stefanie Mari Fatooeh
Liz Houlton
Trés Marquel McMichael
Alexandra Mielcarek
Liz Houlton
Stefanie Mari Fatooh
Hang Chen
Madeline Berkman
Samantha Grace Anderson
Abimbola Adetola Abatan
in Arts Leadership
Master of Fine Arts

Master of Arts in Couples and Family Therapy
Phyllis Knight Bland
Nefatiana Louise Bolin
Veronica A Botsford
Patrick Andrew Calvo
Lauren Rosemary Doran
Sydni Kohl Hammar
Jacinly Patrice Hunter
Aidan Michael Merris
Lindsay Vowels Miller
Mia Cantor Montenegro
Sarah Roseline Ehiedu Orihu
Melanie Ortiz
Sierra Mackenzie Osmers
Megan Nichole Osterman
Emily Anne Carolina Parks
Aryn J Prescott
Jennifer Lee Roessler
Maleigha Rebekah Madison
Khoul Rogge
Tyler Michael Stebbins
Adelina Rae Ann Thomas
Darlene Marie Vander Schuur

Master of Arts in Criminal Justice
David Becker
Hadley Kay Bezon
Nathaniel James Brown
Sean Chouteamamy
Shannon Colleen Christensen
Noël Michèle Corder
Frances Leina Diamond
MacKenzie Duke
Hannah Fauchald
Olivia Kathyn Geeson
Elyse Marie Hansen
Kayat Paulina Hui
Jooyoung Kang
Samantha Lynne Mancini Krebs
Laura Kross
Stephanie Janneice
Lincoln-Baines
Dorothy Marilyn Mayfield
Erin McCauley
Krista T. Means
Danielle Pagador
Tatiana Ivanovna Patrasco
Rena Rike
Megan Lynne Roling
Kim Margret Elaine Satterfield
Joslyn Kirra Wallenborn
Master of Arts in Criminal Justice / Juris Doctor
Michael Ree Morgan
Master of Science in Kinesiology
Kaitlyn Rose Andersen
Javud A Bakhsheijad
Ashley Nicole Buck
Aurelie Delafosse
Daniel E. Henderson
Augustine Hannah Herman
Tyler Mansfield
Edgar Allan Del Rosario
Sinfuego
Corey Wukelic
Jacob Austin Yarbrough-Jones
Master of Nonprofit Leadership
Karen Rae Andrew
Emily Bunnell
Dr. Troy Lynn Carr
Christine Joyce Dinger
Consolacion
Saulyma Corr
Zana Danielle Crites
Katherine C Davis
Beverlenn Celine Basto Dorion
Courtney Keller
Mikala Lychele Lain
Jennifer Karlasa Quiroz
Chelsah Suzanne Ratkowski
Jessica Elizabeth Stott
Heidi Wong
Master of Arts in Psychology
Mohamed Abdelaziz
Susan Alexander Ambrose
Brett Warren Baldwin
John Aaron Borge
Kit Collins
Daisy Elizabeth Deely
Laura J Flynn
Kyle Gregg
Elizabeth Bilkert Hadley
Jailene Patricia Iglesias
Jedediah Hill Jacobson
Alexis Michele Jimenez
Marius Lina
Sophia On
David Parks
Jill Seo
Kayla Ritchie
Mariah Marie Rojas
Tara Dawn Shelby
C. Axel Stanovsky
Marc Alexander Turkel
Kristopher Charles Lee
Wannquist

Master of Public Administration
Adna Ali
Jennifer Antos
Sundus Baig
Sarah Elizabeth Baker
Brandon Jack Bannister
Laura Botero
Mason Grant Cone
Ariel Christina Davis
Francisco Javier Fidencio Flores
Elise Anahi Garcia
Haley Kathleen Hanson
Chenoa Jane Lila Henry
Jerry Alan Hughes
Marissa Christine Huntley
Najat Iqbal
Danielle Ishihara
Thomas Lee Mayo
Osvaldo Moran Aguirre
Irma Elizabeth Muniz
Tara Nazari
Nhi Phuong Nghe
Armen Mark Pappyan
Adane Nicola Protonenits
Logan Edward Klein Rysemus
Armand Alexander Shahbazian
Bernie Smith
Emily Hope Thomson
Alice Heartgrove Thorell
Corazon Intong Torion
Stephanie Marie Tortorelli
Layne A Washington
Seaj L Watkins
Michael Anthony Wych Jr.
Master of Public Administration / Juris Doctor
Hannah Elizabeth Wagner
Master of Social Work
Rachel Bell
Sydney Claire Benten
Kelly M Bolma
Tabitha Lee Brown
Jacalyn Ann Brown
Lilian T Burgo
Madison Ashley Burroughs
Claire Elizabeth Carey
Jessica Holyoke Champ
Jillian Alexandrea Flemming
Erica Lynn Harrison
Claire Elizabeth Hon
Nicolette Barbara Kittenrell
Elijah Sage Kuhlman
Ailish Fiona Mackey
Sean McKee
Ashlee Evette Mercado
Danie Mae Cano Millay
Kari Nathan
Brittany Michelle Owen
Miranda Harty Price
Drissa Sangare
Angela Rose Trunzo
Elizabeth Vargas
Madeline Louise Young
Lauren T. Zerner
Bridge Master of Business Administration
Anthony Jacinto Ansay
Sierra Lynn Bartley
Mark Christian Bautista
Jessica Grace Berlin
Emily Rose Cancian
Kim Yuk Chan
Alexander Heen Choi
Colin James Esperson
Sebastian Ford
Casey Elizabeth Glaab
Darian Honey Goins
Kongyang He
Kevin Herron
Ashley Sales Hidalgo
Seishu Horikoshi
Melissa Nicole D. Kallander
Jesse James Swingle
David N. Selander, MD
JERRY A. VISCIONE AWARD
Awarded to the outstanding graduating graduate business student in the Albers School of Business and Economics to recognize exceptional academic performance. This award exemplifies Jerry A. Viscione’s commitment, during his tenure as dean of The Albers School of Business and Economics from 1988-1997, to promoting academic excellence while developing students to be leaders of high integrity who are committed to serving others.

Leadership Executive Master of Business Administration
Gail Kimberly Abacan
Amir Ahmad Azari
Wilbur J Clark
Renae Adrienne Culala
Christopher William Dempewolf
Amy E. Dunn
Eric Fries
Blake Marquardt Garfield
Eric Harcrow
Namrith Heshmati
Wendy Elizabeth Hohmann
Jason M Huff
Leilani Milano
Yuliya Obshtry
Richard Stephen Powell
Brent Schrader
David Selander
Jesse James Swingle
Madeleine Elizabeth Veigel
Professional Master of Business Administration
Nawid Salihy Abraham
Christopher Ashburn
Spencer D Bambirk
Emily Eileen Bratkiewicz
Isaac Neil Burks Jr.
Maria Christina Calico
Candida Dawn Carter
Joshua Caver
Dominic Amato Cellitti
Daniel Emerson Chase
Cameron J. Clark
Erik Bradley Clark
Carla Comolonic
Paige Catherine Cramer
Charity Curran
Ryan Daly
Ritika Das
Jennifer Davis
Keerit Kaur Dhalliwal
Gian-Luca Docvaleiro-Matsuda
Bryce Robert Dorrance
Mariel K.H. Dunham
Antoine Elam
Gerardo Estrada
Philip Fondale
Olivia Fuller
Riley Patrick Gaffney
Haley Nicole Gansneder
Jordan Elizabeth Garceau
Collin Gee
Gerardo Gonzalez
Casey Nicole Gould
Brayton Leigh Gove
Jamian Sean Griggs
Jessica S.K. Guillermo
Conner Albert Hagen
Sean Edward Harward
David Curtis Haskell
Rachael Haykin
Nathaniel Hammond Hudson
Hilarie Jean Johnson
Adnan Kapetanovic
Logan Daniel Kelly
Alexander Powell Kipp
Kyle Dean Koetje
Tom Lamarnia
Courtney Larson
Bobby Lee
Chin Won Lee
Ji Hwan Lee
Soon Woo Lee
Weiheng Li
Annie Lin
Peter Yongbo Liu
Noah James Lombardi-Parker
Lucas Stefanini Lopes
Loan Nhieu Ly
Christopher Ian Malsbury
Rohan Manik
Myah McIntosh
Aiden Daniel Mendoza
Rachel Merrifield
Matthew Mock
Someaearl Mom
Riley Morgan
Kendall Lee Neessen
Loc Phuc Nguyen
Thu Anh Thi Nguyen
Hong之旅 Nguyen
Horacio Ozaetta
Emily Panyard
Cameca A. Poole
Brett Andrew Prim
Madelyn Therese Ringstad
Ryan Ritchie
Preston Scott Rodriguez
Soﬁa Alicia Rodriguez
Cort Michael Romo
Joseph Rouse
Nicole D. Roush
Rebecca Rowe
Brian Bartley Salvador
Alexis Schultz
Adrienne K. Semann
Natalia Shabanova
Joel Shackelford
Simarjit Singh
Jesse P. Smith
Kathyra Suzy Stephens
Lisa Nguyen Tran
Thomas Trinh
Madelayne Elize Richardson Varela
Dai Cong Vo
Catherine Anne Walkenshaw
Marc Winter
Suyingyi Wu
Jean-Paul M Yafali
Shuonan Yang
Kallen Young
Mohamed Jama Yusuf
Professional Master of Business Administration / Juris Doctor
Terance Berg
Master of Science in Accounting and Analytics
Amruta Balasaheb Bhoite
Yanchu Chen
Michael Edward Coiley
Vendela From
Siyouan Huang
Manreet Kaur Kanwal
Shraya Komaria Ramesh
Jiachen Liu
Le Van Phu Lo
Glady's Loretta
Jiahao Lu
Shuwen Luo
Axel Magnusson
Leahi Uluvewhi Manthe
Felisia Joana Mardani
Shuk Man Poon
Tianlong Sun
Lugi Sun
Navejeet Thind
Master of Science in Business Analytics
Kristina Aksenova
James Badalamenti
Swathi Bangalore Madhunaran
Mattison Elizabeth Barnes
Gabriel Boucaud
Vishal Shiv Diwan
Sama Ghoba
Julius Giron
Jennifer Ann Grosz
Eric Hestekin
Anh Huynh
Nikita Balasaheb Kawane
James B Kurtz
Kimberly Le
Brandon Leipzig
Yuning Liu
Schuyler Elise Reyes Lujan
Qian Luo
Max McFarland
Andrew James Namudan
Linh Dieu Nguyen
Rui Pang
Soyeon Park
Xinrui Qian
Alessandra RaNaie Roup
Arurima Roy
Javier Andes Sarmiento Escobar
Rosalie Grace Sherry
Prajaka Shingavi
Akshay Shivananda
Fransisca Oliva Sudjati
Tamlyn Fuje Tamura
Hai Tuan Thai
Elizabeth Nhung Tran
Lynna Dawn Tran
Ziqian Wang
Joshua Taylor Wolfe
Suyingyi Wu
Dongrui Zhao
Ge Zhu
Master of Science in Finance
Halil Aktas
Mayyas Mohammadehsan Aldahlawi
Emily Eileen Bratkiewicz
Dominic Amato Cellitti
Yuhan Chen
Hui-Hsin Chuang
Francisco Vidal De la Cerda
Deniz Dogan
Gan-Erdene Gansukh
Prasanthik Ghosh
Tengjie Guo
Le Dieu Hoang
Ho Keun Hyun
Sheheryar Ahmed Kadir
Abraham Lee Kilis
Justus Koehler
Zhifeng Lin
Haoqiu Liu
Peter Yongbo Liu
Keisha Lugito
Ethan Loren Morey
Bolortsetseg Narangere
Kendall Lee Neessen
Diya Paami
Tina H Patel
Taylor Rand
Dilimulati Rexiai
Karen Rogers
Zachary David Salisbury
Robert Daniel Thomas

Two degrees awarded
Vo Ngoc Quyen Tran
Thuy An Khuong Tran
Kenneth Hoang Truong
Layal Mohammedomar Tulba
Riley G. Wells
Yilin Wu

Master of Professional Accounting
Thomas James Arline
Zachary David Blumhardt
Gianarro R Capri
Adama Binturabi Cherif
Daisy Leung Kin Kwan Chu
Tina Girdhar
Gerardo Gonzalez
Min Jung Kim
Kristina Kucuk
Jonah Magat
Irma Elizabeth Muniz
Kengo Ward Naylor
Tu Nguyen
Amy Catherine Olwell
Nguyen Trinh Thao Phan
David Tomao
Mohammad Wali Totakhil
Alexander Michael Witkowski
Anna Zaster

Master of Business Administration in Sport and Entertainment Management
Massimo O’Connor Basile
Alyssa Catherine Borje-Bonkowski
Joshua Allen Case
Abigail Elizabeth Crowell
Xinyi Hu
Thomas Mulflur
Meredith Ray

Master in Sport Business Leadership
Andrew Ayers
Yi Hsin Fang
Jasmine Elizabeth Marie Garza
Jorren Branden Price Mills
Makala Iman Gandy Roper
Zeyi Yan
PROJECT TITLES

Hamdi Mohamud Abdi
Group-Based Diabetes Self-Management Education for Somali population with Type II Diabetes Mellitus.
Chair: Danuta M. Wojnar, PhD, RN, MN, MED, IBCLC, FAAN

Nawaf Bassam Alfaouri
A Public Health Critical Race Praxis Approach to Anti-Racism in Nursing Academia
Chair: Jennifer Fricas, PhD, MPH, RN

Reece F. Allawatt
A Quality Improvement Project: Implementing a Homelessness Vulnerability Screening Tool For Young Adults in the Inpatient Behavioral Health Setting
Chair: Janiece DeSocio, PhD, RN, PMHNP-BC, FAAN

James Hannah Austin V
Developing Culturally Responsive Approaches to Address Perinatal Mortality in Refugee and Immigrant Patients
Chair: Elizabeth M. Gabzdyl, DNP, CNM

Natalie Rose Bailey
Effects of Pain Neuroscience Education Among Low-Income Veterans with Chronic Pain
Chair: Therry Rose Eparwa, DNP, FNP-BC

Anne Balentine
Caring for Patients with Obesity: An Intervention to Reduce Bias in Healthcare
Chair: Robin Narruhn, PhD, RN

Jeremy Tyson Bang
Adult Depression Screening in Primary Care
Chair: Kristen M. Swanson, RN, PhD, FAAN

Jana Banjanin
Safety Huddle Effectiveness in Improving Adult Inpatient Psychiatric Unit Safety
Chair: Janiece DeSocio, PhD, RN, PMHNP-BC, FAAN

Emily Long Bavasi
Improving Outcomes of Patients Being Treated for Suspected Pregnancy Loss in the Emergency Department
Chair: Kristen M. Swanson, RN, PhD, FAAN

Bobbi Beard
Can Educating Primary Care Providers Increase the Knowledge and Desire to Utilize Community Health Care Workers in a Healthcare System?
Chair: Bonnie H. Bowie, PhD, MBA, RN, FAAN

Diane Elizabeth Beary
Evaluating the Quality of Electronic Decision Aids for Birth Control and Recommendations for Practice in Primary Care
Chair: Bonnie H. Bowie, PhD, MBA, RN, FAAN

Marlene Carrie Bergman
Improving Outcomes for People with Substance Use Disorders by Improving Healthcare Providers Attitudes and Language
Chair: Jonnae Tillman, DNP, PMHNP-BC

Sydney C. Berkman
Standardizing Substance Use Screening and Increasing Access to Harm-Reducing Treatment Through a Pilot Implementation of Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to Treatment (SBIRT)
Chair: Jeanne Lowe, PhD, RN

Snezana Dimovski
Self-Efficacy and Inflammatory Arthritis Treatment Initiative for Primary Care Providers in Rural Washington State
Chair: Jonnae Tillman, DNP, PMHNP-BC

Amy Brenner
Implementation of a Patient Satisfaction Survey: A Pilot Study
Chair: Jeanne Lowe, PhD, RN

Daniel Mikhail Brusser
Mindfulness for Inpatient Psychiatric Clinical Staff: Designing and Evaluating a Pilot Intervention to Reduce Stress and Burnout
Chair: Jeanne Lowe, PhD, RN

Tiara T. Carr
FLASH Curriculum Toolkit for Middle School Educators
Chair: Lisa Abel, DNP, ARNP, WHNP-BC

Chelsey N. Chen
Developing A Formative Evaluation Tool; Project Nurture
Chair: Colleen Woolsey, PhD, ARNP

Sarah Rose Christensen
Preventing Kernicterus: Racial Equity for Neonatal Jaundice
Chair: Carrie Westmoreland Miller, PhD, RN, CNE, CHSE, IBCLC
Carson Richard Daman  
Improving Oral Health in Children and Teens Through a DNP Student Educational Program  
Chair: Michael Huggins, PhD, EdD, APRN, FAANP

Vanessa Yvette De La Torre  
Wound Assessment and Treatment: Closing the Nursing Knowledge Gap  
Chair: Heather DePuydt, DNP, MSNEd, RN, RYT

Shoshana Elise Dickerson  
Evaluation of Transgender and Nonbinary Nursing Care Educational Training for Forensic Nurse Examiners  
Chair: Alic G. Shook, PhD, RN

Snezana Dimovski  
A Program Evaluation of New Guidelines for the Medical Assessment and Treatment of Non-Fatal Strangulation  
Chair: Diane Fuller Switzer, DNP, ARNP, FNP-BC, ENP-BC, ENP-C, FAEN, FAANP

Sonam Dolkar  
Venous Ulcer Wound Care Management Among Primary Care Nurses  
Chair: Thierry Rose Eparwa, DNP, FNP-BC

Benjamin Noah Duchin  
Substance Use and Peer Support Within Permanent Supportive Housing  
Chair: Janiece DeSocio, PhD, RN, PMHNP-BC, FAAN

Mallory Rae Dupriest  
Symptom Persistence and Health-Related Quality of Life Impacts on Patients Following an Acute COVID-19 Infection  
Chair: Benjamin J. Miller, PhD, ARNP, FNP-C, ACNPC, ENP-C, FAANP

Melinda Kay Eng  
Evaluating Levels of Depression, Anxiety and Stress in Women Undergoing IVF Treatments  
Chair: Lisa Abel, DNP, ARNP, WHNP-BC

Gabrielle Grace Geiger  
Expanding Suicidality Triage to Primary Care Nurses: Improving Knowledge and Confidence  
Chair: Jonnae Tillman, DNP, PMHNP-BC

Mckenzie Nicole Treviño Golden  
Enhancing Diversity in the Nursing Workforce: An Evaluation of Multicare’s Nurse Pipeline Program  
Chair: Kumhee Ro, DNP, FNP-BC

Katelyn Guzman  
FLASH Curriculum Toolkit for Middle School Educators  
Chair: Lisa Abel, DNP, ARNP, WHNP-BC

Gabriel Hardt  
Decreasing Restraints and Staff Burnout on the Seattle Children’s Hospital Psychiatry and Behavioral Medicine Unit (PBMU) A Quality Improvement Project  
Chair: Hyun Jung Kim, PhD, PMHNP-BC

Jesse Rochelle Havens  
Improvements for Policy Implementation: Assessing School Nurses’ Knowledge and Attitudes of Opioid Overdose Response in Public Schools  
Chair: Jonnae Tillman, DNP, PMHNP-BC

Hannah Heinonen  
Wound Assessment and Treatment: Closing the Nursing Knowledge Gap  
Chair: Heather DePuydt, DNP, MSNEd, RN, RYT

Chelsea Nicole Holman  
Evaluation of a Mentoring Program on an Intermediate Care Unit  
Chair: Kumhee Ro, DNP, FNP-BC

Maye Ismail  
Identifying and Addressing Racial Disparities at the STEP Suboxone Clinic  
Chair: Jennifer Fricas, PhD, MPH, RN

Joshua G. Jennings  
Addressing Healthcare Worker Apathy to Improve Patient Outcomes In Long-Term Care  
Chair: Michael Huggins, PhD, EdD, APRN, FAANP

Matthew Johnson  
Healthcare Disparities in Rural Veterans  
Chair: Jennifer Fricas, PhD, MPH, RN

Nazira Juneiyd  
Community-based Education Program for Oromo Patients with Uncontrolled Type II Diabetes  
Chair: Danuta M. Wojnar, PhD, RN, MN, MED, IBCLC, FAAN

Ishwerjot Kaur  
Preventing Heart Failure Readmissions within 30 days of Hospital Discharge  
Chair: Mo Sin, PhD, RN

Sunita Khadka  
Association Between Neurological Pupillary Index and Constriction Velocity in Traumatic Brain Injury Patients and Discharge Disposition: A Retrospective Study  
Chair: Diane Fuller Switzer, DNP, ARNP, FNP-BC, ENP-BC, ENP-C, FAEN, FAANP

Janin Ann Khaleel  
Improving Continuity of Mental Health Care for Women: Jail Release to Community Re-entry  
Chair: Colleen Woolsey, PhD, ARNP

Hannah Lee Kramer  
BE-FAST Assessments in Emergency Departments to Recognize Posterior Circulation Strokes  
Chair: Annette J. Thomas, PhD, RN

Morgan Elizabeth Laird  
Improved Knowledge in Nursing Staff with Educational Intervention on Patient Fall Risk and Prevention at a Long Term Care Facility  
Chair: Jeanne Lowe, PhD, RN

Aubrey Lawlor  
Culturally Competent Care and Considerations for the Afterbirth  
Chair: Elizabeth M. Gabzdyl, DNP, CNM

Linda Kyong Lee  
Evaluating the Quality of Electronic Decision Aids for Birth Control and Recommendations for Practice in Primary Care  
Chair: Bonnie H. Bowie, PhD, MBA, RN, FAAN

Emma Sharleen Lieuwen  
Building Resources for Transgender Youth: A Sexual Health Toolkit  
Chair: Alic G. Shook, PhD, RN

Perry M. Elizabeth Loiselle  
Exploring current practices of pediatric providers serving Transgender/Gender Non-conforming (TGNC) youth under 12 in the Washington, Alaska, Montana, Idaho region  
Chair: Alic G. Shook, PhD, RN

Gregory Leonard Lucas  
A Quality Improvement Project: Evaluation of Medication Error Reporting in an Inpatient Drug and Alcohol Addiction Treatment Center  
Chair: Daniel D. Cline, PhD, RN, ANP-BC, CEN

Sara Ann Martin-Washo  
Health Promotion and Evaluation of Helicobacter Pylori for King County Oromo: When Early Health promotion and prevention is initiated to prevent gastric ulcer disease among Oromo and immigrant communities in King County, would screening for helicobacter pylori infections increase?  
Chair: Gayle Robinson, PhD, RN

Raisa Louise Meegan  
A Formative Evaluation Using RE-AIM Framework for Enhanced Shelter Services  
Chair: Lauren Valk Lawson, DNP, RN

Alejandra Mercado-Roa  
Improving Mammogram Rates in Black Females ages 55-74  
Chair: Lauren Valk Lawson, DNP, RN

Belen Asalif Mesele  
Increasing Health Literacy regarding Management of Hypertension Among the Ethiopian Community of Seattle  
Chair: Jennifer Fricas, PhD, MPH, RN

Reanna Moore  
Optimizing Food Access in the Enhanced Shelter Environment  
Chair: Robin Narruhn, PhD, RN

Tatiana Motschman  
Implementation of Interprofessional Bedside Rounds in Non-Critical Care Units  
Chair: Benjamin J. Miller, PhD, ARNP, FNP-C, ACNPC, ENP-C, FAANP

Morgan Michelle Newkirk  
Iron Deficiency in Acute Decompensated Heart Failure and the Effects of IV Iron Replacement on Heart Failure Readmission Rates  
Chair: Benjamin J. Miller, PhD, ARNP, FNP-C, ACNPC, ENP-C, FAANP
Amanda Osei  
Best Practices for Health Equity and Antiracism Curriculum for Healthcare Workers regarding SB 5229  
Chair: Robin Narruhn, PhD, RN

Natalie Puc  
Compulsory Commitment: A Policy Analysis of State Mental Health System  
Chair: Lauren Valk Lawson, DNP, RN

Kathryn Rawson  
Defining Covid-19 Vaccine Hesitancy Among Healthcare Staff in a Skilled Nursing Facility  
Chair: Therri Rose Eparwa, DNP, FNP-BC

Bernice Francesca Wanta Rebutiaco  
Implementation of Central-line Associated Bloodstream Infection Audit tool through a Multidisciplinary Approach  
Chair: Diane Fuller Switzer, DNP, ARNP, FNP-BC, ENP-BC, ENP-C, FAEN, FAANP

Daniel Miguel Riojas  
Substance Use and Peer Support in Permanent Supportive Housing  
Chair: Janiece DeSocio, PhD, RN, PMHNP-BC

Melissa Mary Robles  
Assessing nurse health behaviors with alcohol and tobacco during the COVID-19 pandemic  
Chair: Mo Sin, PhD, RN

Madolyn Isabelle Rubinich  
A New Way of Teaching Breech  
Chair: Kelly McBroom, PhD, ARNP, CNM

Janelle Rose Schwittay  
Improving the RN Residency Program Through Preceptor Education  
Chair: Kumhee Ro, DNP, FNP-BC

Samira Shokati  
Medication adherence and polypharmacy in geriatric population residing in assisted living facilities  
Chair: Anita Jablonski, PhD, RN, CNE

Stephanie B. Sirisithi  
Use Of Virtual Resources for Older Adults with Depression  
Chair: Mo Sin, PhD, RN

Lianabell Soto-Silva  
Standardizing Substance Use Screening and Increasing Access to Harm-Reducing Treatment Through a Pilot Implementation of Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to Treatment (SBIRT)  
Chair: Jeanne Lowe, PhD, RN

Taylor Nicole Stockman  
Implementation and Evaluation of an Intimate Partner Violence Screening Tool in an Outpatient Obstetrics Setting  
Chair: Lisa Abel, DNP, ARNP, WHNP-BC

Luke Jacob Van de Krol  
Exploring current practices of pediatric providers serving Transgender/Gender Non-conforming (TGNC) youth under 12 in the Washington, Alaska, Montana, Idaho region  
Chair: Alic G. Shook, PhD, RN

Mario Alberto Velasquez  
Implementation of a Mindfulness-Based Intervention to Reduce Compassion Fatigue and Burnout  
Chair: Heather DePuydt, DNP, MSNEd, RN, RYT

Alvina Isarakura Wong  
BE-FAST Assessments in Emergency Departments to Recognize Posterior Circulation Strokes  
Chair: Annette J. Thomas, PhD, RN

Justin Yukio Yoshimoto  
A Quality Improvement Project: An Evaluation of a Palliative Care Consult Screening Tool for the Intensive Care Unit  
Chair: Anita Jablonski, PhD, RN, CNE

Iman Mohamed Yunis  
Best Practices for Health Equity and Antiracism Curriculum for Healthcare Workers regarding SB 5229  
Chair: Robin Narruhn, PhD, RN

Natasha Marietta Jade Zamora  
Improving Access to Appropriate Level of Psychiatric Care for Youth in Washington State  
Chair: Bonnie H. Bowie, PhD, MBA, RN, FAAN
DOCTOR OF MINISTRY
Dissertation Titles

**Gregory Keith Alex**
The Efficacy of the Theo-Therapeutic Modality of Substance Abuse Treatment
Chair: Sharon Henderson Callahan, EdD

**Victoria Elizabeth Carr-Ware**
Exploring the Impact of Mentorship on the Leadership Trajectory of Black Clergywomen in the Black Church
Chair: Rt. Rev. Edward Donalson III, DMin and Erica Lee Martin, PhD

**Doris Lynette Cope**
Pastoral Care of African Americans Suffering from Police-Violence Induced Trauma
Chair: Rt. Rev. Edward Donalson III, DMin

**Dora Rosita Krasucki**
The Efficacy of the Theo-Therapeutic Modality of Substance Abuse Treatment
Chair: Sharon Henderson Callahan, EdD

**Jennifer Elizabeth Schaaf**
Charism Formation in Dominican Institutions of Higher Education
Chair: Erica Lee Martin, PhD

**DR. LORETTA JANCOSKI INNOVATIVE LEADERSHIP AWARD**

**Juli Charleen Prentice**
Recognizes the ground-breaking leadership of the first dean of the School of Theology and Ministry. Under her visionary direction, Dr. Jancoski guided the establishment of an innovative theological venture in the Pacific Northwest. This award is presented annually to a graduating student who demonstrates exceptional service to the community and achieves academic excellence merit recognition.

**LEO STANFORD LEADERSHIP AWARD**

**Rose Hesselbrock**
Honors the memory of the founding director of the Institute of Theological Studies. Dr. Stanford pioneered a vision for lay ministry within the church that became a model for other lay ministry programs in the United States. This award is presented annually to a graduating student who demonstrates exceptional service to the community and achieves academic excellence merit recognition.

**DOCTOR OF MINISTRY**

**Master of Divinity**
Bridget Marie Laflin
Melody June Moberg
Juli Charleen Prentice
James Wilbert Sellers
Curtiss John Williams
Charles Frederick Wilson

**Master of Arts**
Marsaiah R Campbell
Rose Hesselbrock
Kathleen A Keefe
Jessica Lynn Palmer

**Master of Arts in Pastoral Studies**
Paul Robert Gockel
Suk Yi Hur
Lotchie M. Kerch
Al Lum Kwai Lebar
Paskazia Nakitende
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On behalf of nearly 86,000 Seattle University alumni, congratulations on completing your degree!

As your student journey ends and you embark on future careers and studies, Seattle University never leaves you. You are forever a Redhawk and will always have a place with the Seattle University Alumni Association (SUAA).

The SUAA is for all Seattle University alumni, working to foster lifetime relationships by providing opportunities for professional growth, learning, engaging and serving the community alongside past, present and future Redhawks—both in Seattle and wherever life takes you.

We are so proud of your accomplishments, especially during these past few challenging years. We can’t wait to see you go forth and put into action all that you’ve learned during your time here.

And we’ll be right there next to you the whole way, cheering you on.

Together We Soar!

Stay connected and engaged with SUAA:

Facebook: SeattleUAlumni
Instagram: seattleualumni
Twitter: seattleu_alumni
LinkedIn: Seattle University Alumni
Website: seattleu.edu/alumni

Update your contact information by scanning the QR code below: